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of an increase in news media attention 
toward climate- change topics during 
these periods (Legagneux et al. 2018). 
Overall, our results suggest that temporal 
changes in public interest toward conser-
vation are different and more nuanced 
than those presented in Burivalova et al. 
(2018).

In our experience, temporal dynamics 
of search engine usage are complex, and 
inferences on changes in public interest 
derived from such data should be 
approached with caution. Accounting (or 
not) for multiple confounding factors 
such as the growth in internet access, 
search engine usage, time spent online, 
and the changing nature of internet usage 
(eg work versus leisure; see Ficetola 
[2013]) is likely to produce markedly dif-
ferent results. Furthermore, as Burivalova 
and colleagues rightly point out, Google 

Furthermore, the rapid growth of 
search engine use over time means that 
the absolute number of searches is likely 
to have increased for any topic, inde-
pendently of public interest. Given this, a 
more reasonable assessment of how pub-
lic interest for conservation topics has 
changed might be achieved by compar-
ing the rate of change across topics 
(Nghiem et al. 2016). Calculating the 
ratio between searches for conservation 
topics and searches for the topic �climate 
change�, we find results are not constant 
over time. The ratio decreases for all 
terms between 2004 and 2007, and again 
after 2014, indicating that searches for 
�climate change� took prominence in 
relation to conservation topics during 
these periods (Figure�1c). Repeating the 
analysis with �global warming� produces 
similar results, which concur with reports 

Inferring public interest 
from search engine data 
requires caution
In a recent communication, Burivalova 
et al. (2018) analyzed Google Trends data 
with respect to interest in conservation 
and made two important claims: (1) that 
public interest in conservation is rising 
since 2004 and (2) that conservation and 
climate change�related topics have similar 
levels of public interest. Their assertions 
are based on a proposed new method to 
back- adjust Google Trends data from 
relative to absolute search volume. Their 
results contradict those of earlier studies 
using similar data to claim that public 
interest in conservation is waning 
(McCallum and Bury 2013; Troumbis 
2017). However, after reproducing 
Burivalova et al.�s analysis and correcting 
an error in their algorithm, we find that 
their claims may not hold under scrutiny.

We applaud the effort by Burivalova 
and colleagues to develop new ways to 
explore Google Trends data, and we see 
great potential in their proposed method. 
However, their assertions rest on implicit 
assumptions that (1) an observed growth 
in absolute search volume reflects an 
increase in public interest and that (2) 
their method correctly reflects differ-
ences in public interest across topics. We 
reproduced Burivalova et al.�s Figure 3 
using the same methodology (Figure�1a) 
and found that their metric was adjusted 
in relation to the maximum search vol-
ume (highest ai) observed within each 
topic (Equation 8 and step 6 in their 
WebFigure 4). This is valid only when 
analyzing topics individually, because it 
does not preserve differences in search 
volume across topics. To preserve such 
differences using Equation 8, the data 
must be scaled using a value of ai that 
reflects the maximum search volume 
observed across all topics. Doing so, we 
find that search volume for climate- 
change topics is approximately double 
that observed for conservation topics in 
recent years (apart from �Extinction�; 
Figure�1b).

Figure� 1. Changes in search volume for conservation and climate- change topics over time.  
(a) Reproduction of Figure 3 in Burivalova et al. (2018), where dashed lines represent original search 
volume obtained from Google Trends and solid lines represent adjusted search volume using the 
method proposed by Burivalova et al. (2018). (b) Search volume data adjusted according to our 
proposed method, which accounts for differences in search volume across topics. (c) The monthly 
proportion of absolute searches for conservation topics (color key same as in [a]) in relation to 
climate change, indicated by the thin solid lines, and underlying significant temporal trends, indicated 
by thick solid lines. The dashed line indicates a similar search volume for conservation topics and 
climate change; values above the dashed line indicate higher volume of searches for conservation 
topics and vice versa. Points of change in the temporal trends were identified using package 
“strucchange” and statistically non- zero trends (***, P < 0.001) were estimated using generalized 
linear models in R software v.3.4.2 (R Core Team 2017).




